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Abstract : T wo personal experiences in 'barefoot economics' are related. T
concerns the miseries of Indian and black peasants in the Sierra and coastal
Ecuador. T he second recounts the miseries of craftsmen and artisans in Bra
to a people's quest for self-reliance. Both are lessons in economics as practi
human scale. T he accounts are interspersed with reflections on developmen
and experts, pioneering criticisms of orthodox development economics, and

of development in which 'the poor must learn to circumvent the national eco
system'. T he author's philosophy is ecological in the sense that it is based o
conviction that human beings, in order to realize themselves, must maintain
of interdependence and not of competition with nature and the rest of mank
equally that this must be a conscious relationship, because the ecological pe
projected on the natural environment provides fertile analogies for social ord
matter of passing from the pure exploitation of nature and of the poorer peo
world, to a creative and organic integration and interdependence. It is a matt
redistribution of power through the organization of horizontal communal inte
of passing from destructive giantism to creative smallness. T he accounts of
relate first to the ECU-28 project in Ecuador, then the T irandentes project in
book was first published by the Dag Hammarskjöld Foundation in 1982, and h
translated into five languages. It is seen to have had a marked impact on gra
development practice. T he foreword is by L. Kohr.
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